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Even not being a parent it is easy to see why a baby is every parentEven not being a parent it is easy to see why a baby is every parent
most valuable responsibility in their life. most valuable responsibility in their life. In activity such as bathingIn activity such as bathing
your child an activity that requires a parent to nurture and that care ofyour child an activity that requires a parent to nurture and that care of
that child no risk should be involved to child. that child no risk should be involved to child. Yet there are productsYet there are products
out there that have caused serious injury to a child and in some casesout there that have caused serious injury to a child and in some cases
death. death. This is inexcusable. This is inexcusable. Especially, when people who purchaseEspecially, when people who purchase
these products are unaware of some of these issues. these products are unaware of some of these issues. I think that aI think that a
product recall involving product defects of infant assisted bathingproduct recall involving product defects of infant assisted bathing
products is a step in the right direction to protect our future. products is a step in the right direction to protect our future. ChildrenChildren
had their lives cut short before they even had dreams or aspirations tohad their lives cut short before they even had dreams or aspirations to
look forward to fulfilling. look forward to fulfilling. No parent should have to bury their child; norNo parent should have to bury their child; nor
should a parent have to take their child to an emergency room in theshould a parent have to take their child to an emergency room in the
hopes that's not scarring from the cuts of a dangerous bath. hopes that's not scarring from the cuts of a dangerous bath. Even aEven a
fall or blow the head to child before their brain fully develops can befall or blow the head to child before their brain fully develops can be
severe. severe. This product recall and product notification is a step in theThis product recall and product notification is a step in the
right direction to help prevent these issues.right direction to help prevent these issues.
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